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* industrialization, and It was fact. That is a sobering thought for * resource mix. one who has committed a major share of his None of these forces is new to agriculture. professional career to extension education.
Yet, each presents unique, new challenges Questioning of the relevance of extension for extension educators and for researchers in today's agriculture throws a whole new attempting to serve their needs. perspective on the issue of the role of the Southern Agricultural Economics Association Internationalization (SAEA) in extension. Therefore, one is comNearly a decade ago, Schuh (1976) chalpelled to analyze a set of broader issues re-lenged the profession to come to grips with lating to the relevance and role of extension the realities of an open world economy. At in today's agriculture before drawing any the time, driven by a weak dollar and a tight conclusions regarding the role of the SAEA supply-demand balance, exports were growin extension. These include:
ing on a path from $7 billion to a peak of • a review of the major forces affecting over $40 billion in 1981. The profession was agriculture out of which research and warned that agriculture had entered a new extension problems will evolve, era with macroeconomics and international * an analysis of the resulting challenges policies having a profound impact on agrito the Land-Grant System (hereinafter culture and its institutions. A specific chalreferred to as the System) and particu-lenge was made to extension regarding the larly to extension, and need to educate farmers, farm leaders, and * a refinement of those challenges for the policymakers on the factors affecting trade.
agricultural economics profession. The predicted profound impact, indeed, Subsequently, implications will be drawn for has become a reality. Farmers, agribusinessthe role of the SAEA in extension education. men, economists, and policymakers alike have This approach is taken at the risk of not been forced to direct their thinking to the treating any of these topics in sufficient depth forces of a weak and subsequently a strong to be meaningful. The paper might, therefore dollar, from high inflation to low inflation, be viewed more as providing a basis for fur-and from a low to a high real rate of interest. ther discussion than for provision of defini-The importance of understanding these ecotive answers.
nomic forces was emphasized to every agriculturalist-teacher, researcher, and extension worker.
FORCES AFFECTING AGRICULTURE Technology
Most of the problems with which agriculAgriculture has already entered into the tural economists deal involve adjustments to era of a bio-and information technology revchange. Our profession, more than anything olution (Office of Technology Assessment Invited paper presented at the annual meeting of the Southern Agricultural Economics Association, Biloxi, Mississippi, February 3-6, 1985 . Invited papers are routinely published in the July SJAE without editorial council review but with review of the copy editor (as per Executive Committee action June 25, 1982).
(OTA); August, 1984) . Manifestations in-level of financial and market management elude growth regulators, embryo transplants, than typically exists in family farm units. The computerized farm management decision technological revolution will mandate a models, and electronic auction markets. While higher level of formal education than is typtechnological change is not a new occurrence ical of the family farm unit. The larger scale in agriculture, both the rate and complexity industrial firms that end up in control of of change appear to be accelerating. The agriculture will convert the System's cliendriving forces behind this acceleration in-tele to industrial farms. But, as indicated clude:
below, these industrial farms may not be the • sharply accelerated public sector in-System's clientele because the System may vestment in basic biotechnology re-be ill-equipped to serve them. search beginning in the early 1970's (OTA; January, 1984) and * even larger increases in private sector
Resource Mix investments associated with the bestowal of private property patent rights in living Investments in human and capital reorganisms and computer related tech-sources are going to become more important. nology (software).
In the future, a high school education simply It will be argued below that these changes will not be sufficient for a fulltime farmer to hav te the most fundamental implications for survive. As a result, vocational agriculture the system since its creation.
education in the high schools will be limited in usefulness to training hired farm labornot in developing management skills. Farming has become sufficiently complex that proIndustrialization duction, marketing, and management functions require a working knowledge of As an institution, the family farm is rapidly computer operations. Thiswill be increasdying.' Available evidence suggests that mod-ingly true in the future. Production specialerate size farms in the $100,000 to $500,000 ists will require a working knowledge of the gross sales range in the United States are fundamentals of new bio-and information declining in number. The result is a much technology developments. noted bimodal distribution of farm numbers With the biotech revolution, the nature of as related to size. More than anything else, resourcemixinagriculturewilllikelychange this is the product of the industrialization of Human capital will be considerably more commercial agriculture. It has been occur-important. Working capital requirements will ring for a number of years, but was not rec-probably increase. Future needs for large capognized as a serious challenge to the family ital investments are more uncertain. farm until the 1970's (Guither) . For over a decade, USDA fostered the illusion that moderate size family farms were as efficient as CHALLENGES TO THE LAND-GRANT larger scale farm businesses. In the process, SY they completely ignored deficiencies in the skills of purchasing, marketing, and manageThe challenges presented by these forces ment. More recently, serious questions have are broader than extension itself. In certain been raised concerning the family farm's respects, they cut at the heart of the landcompetitive position (Smith et al.; USDA) . grant concept and the franchise under which The last two "nails in the coffin" of the the System was developed. Within two decfamily farm could be the transformation to ades, the System will be much more like a an open world economy and the technolog-medical, business, or engineering school than ical revolution. The world economy trans-like today's agricultural research, extension, formation is subjecting the family farm to a and teaching complex. complex new set of risks that require a higher ' The author prefers not to get embroiled in an argument over what constitutes a family farm. Suffice it to say that it is an institution where farming is a primary source of income; the individual family unit is at least a partial owner and controls the major farm production, financing, and marketing decisions; and the family unit provides a significant portion of the labor utilized (Stanton) . These farms are generally in the $100,000 to $500,000 gross sales range.
The Social Contract erty rights may increase the willingness of Institutions are created under a specific private sector firms to invest in and develop Institutions are created under a specific new discoveries into marketable products social contract that instills certain obligations to mrete rouc by which the performance of the institution (Evenson) . If the System refuses to confer is judged (Locke et al.) . The Land-Grant Sys-pivte i poerty rights on its discoveries it tem was created under a unique social conpoition to ompete or te of its research program by private industry. tract. It specified that technology discovered h pr m by te indtr in. tThe ability of the System to compete for the in the System was to be freely available to services of top scientists is thereby adversely all firms and/or individuals desiring to exces tp scent theey ploit it. As a result of this social contract, aeced. n an respects, the System has land-grant scientists have historically worked ben placed i a position where it can not with firms and/or individuals in developing, if it refe t artipate in the newly adopting, and implementing new technolo-coferred right. That does not negate the profound implications for the nature of the gies without the burden of protecting prop-System erty rights.
That social contract now appears to be unraveling. The source of change is a series of legislative actions and court decisions that have extended patent rights to plant varieties, Changing Research-Extension Roles living organisms, and computer software
The bestowal of property rights of System (OTA; January, 1984). These actions made it discoveries has had some interesting, but prepossible to patent virtually all discoveries dictable, effects on the allocation of rewithin the agricultural research system. With sources within the agricultural research little apparent regard for its social contract complex. Striving to capture a competitive implications, a variety of arrangements be-share of private sector funding, System retween land-grant universities, scientists, and sources are shifting in the direction of more private firms have been spawned. These ar-basic bio-and information technology rerangements were designed to protect and search. The potential for gaps developing capture the economic rents from System dis-between the traditional functions of problem coveries.
solving and new product testing are evident While previously treating university-busi-as resources are drained away to address more ness ties at arms length, such arrangements basic research issues. While it might be that integrate business into the university fabric biotech procedures will help in problem much as is the case in colleges of business solving, this position is complicated by the and engineering. In the process, questions reality that only certain universities have sufdevelop relative to who controls agriculture's ficient resources and are in a position to research agenda, the allegiance of scientists compete for private sector support in high to their university employer, and the will-technology research. Traditional extensioningness of scientists to publish potentially research interaction and feedback mechapatentable discoveries. To the credit of the nisms could thereby break down-particuExtension Service Committee on Organiza-larly in states that are not in a position to tion and Policy (ESCOP), these questions command a major biotech component. This have been and are being addressed. However, could become a major problem in the South. the basic social contract issue has not been New product testing and evaluation are resolved. The right to use discoveries is no becoming a less popular research activity. In longer freely available. Certain individuals some instances, they are being forfeited or and/or firms are being conferred exclusive even pushed over to extension. Interestingly, benefits to the possible detriment of others. extension has no research charter-an item The effect is to internalize the costs and/or of contention in the California research neurents from discoveries. With internalization, trality litigation. The product testing function the potential for inequities or patronage becomes even more important in the biotech creeps into the System with plausibly pro-era when a flood of new complex products found impacts on the structure of agriculture. is expected to enter the market.
At the same time, it has to be recognized The agriculture research and extension systhat the issues involved have complex com-tem is truly in a state of flux. It is an excellent petitive elements associated with them. Prop-time for role study and evaluation.
CHALLENGES TO EXTENSION
county agent has become more one of an information broker and program organizer Changes in the System create some very information broker and program organizer serious challenges to extension. These chal-than an educator. But with fewer specialists serious challenges to extension. These chal t c lenges have been inadequately perceived and to call on, hw can these functions possibly articulated (Extension Service (a), (b), (c)).
be performedsatisfactorily? At the sametime an increasing number of county agents are becoming technologically obsolete, making it impossible to rely on them for performing Keeping Up the technology transfer function. 2 In frustraExtension scientists are being caught in a tion over the performance of the System, it whirlwind of technological change. Increas-can be expected that an increasing number ing difficulty is being encountered in simply of the largest and most progressive farmers keeping abreast of technological develop-will go directly to the extension specialist ments and their scientific bases. The pro-or maybe more often to the experiment staportion of resources devoted to staff training tion research scientist. This may be happenand development will need to be sharply ing already, although there is little agreement and development will need to be sharply o t on the extent. increased.
Changing Clientele Adjusting Structure
Instead of dealing directly with the issues The theory upon which extension was de-posed by the challenges of keeping up and veloped was that of the research scientists adjusting structure, extension's reaction has conveying the knowledge of discoveries to resulted in a change in clientele. Change is the extension specialist who, in turn, sup-difficult to quantify. Gross federal and state plies information to the county agent who expenditure statistics suggest no material teaches the farmer. Over time, this concept change in the proportion of resources dehas gradually but persistently broken down voted to agriculture versus other programs as agricultural technology has become more such as youth. The only indication uncovered complex and insufficient resources have been is a decline in the proportion of extension devoted to staff development. As a result, staff at the specialist level, Table 1 . This is more emphasis has been placed on direct precisely the opposite trend one would exspecialist-to-farmer education. More special-pect if extension were addressing its techists have been placed in the field to have nological and structural problem. 3 closer proximity to their clientele, but at the cost of less contact with research scientists. Table 1 . In contrast, the number of county agents declined by less Quite clearly there has been a substantially than 2 percent from 1975 to 1984. While increased flow of resources into urban-orithe direction of adjustment in agriculture ented programs. Activities such as urban 4-suggests the need for more specialist assis-H clubs, urban gardening, landscape, and turf tance, the extension system is moving in the problems are classic illustrations. Although opposite direction. In the meantime, there the latter illustrations should be considered is increasing recognition that the role of the agricultural, they represent a distinct shift in clientele away from traditional farmer-ori-Survival for extension economists has been ented crop and animal agriculture.
easier, but perhaps not to the best benefit of their clientele. Quite clearly, as one moves down through the ranks in extension, comEvaluating New Technologies puter skills are seriously lacking. Access to computer hardware appears to A historically important function of the be a considerably more significant problem System has been that of providing farmers in extension than in research. While a perwith evaluations of new products, practices, sonal computer seems to be standard equipand input combinations. While often avoid-ment for the serious research scientist, it is ing the inference of these being "recom-not in extension. Yet, the personal computer mendations," they are just that.
has more relevance and importance to the While this evaluation role was once played extension program than to the research prolargely by experiment station scientists, ex-gram. tension now appears to be assuming a larger One has to be impressed by the aggresshare of the responsibility. It is interesting siveness with which extension economists to speculate on why this has occurred. Is this have come to grips with the forces of ina product of the shift by research scientists dustrialization and internationalization of agto more basic research? Are the professional riculture. Extension economists were leaders societies no longer rewarding this activity as in perceiving the trends toward industrialipublishable research? Are experiment sta-zation (Guither) . It can be forcefully argued tions spinning off this activity because it is that extension has been amazingly successful unpopular to its increasingly agribusiness-in taking on the internationalization chaloriented clientele?
lenge. Extension's Speaking of Trade project It is even more interesting to speculate on led the profession in its use as a staff develthe potential future willingness of extension opment and classroom teaching aid. This is to perform this evaluative function without a case where extension may have been more overt legal research authority. In addition, effective than research (hristainsen). Many conflicts of interest will undoubtedly de-contested research issues remain that make velop as universities develop property rights extension's job very difficult. For example and royalty interests in products for which what is the relative importance of the value extension has the responsibility to evaluate the lar, word rcession, developing and disseminate information.
of the dollar, world recession, developing country debt, and high loan rates in affecting exports? Or, what is the comparative magnitude of domestic and export elasticities as CHALLENGES TO AGRICULTURAL it relates to Schuh's (1983) contention that ECONOMISTS traditional farm policies are outdated?
Some very important implications and chalKeeping up with changes in production lenges arise from these developments for the technology presents more formidable probagricultural economics profession. Some of lems for the profession. Despite its importhese challenges have already been met and tance in influencing agriculture, techfortunately addressed. Like extension, other nological change has not received its prochallenges are being bypassed, ignored, or portionate share of study by agricultural not even being perceived.
economists. Yet for production, marketing, and policy economists, technology is a key to future problems. How can production economists advise farmers on production Keepi ng Up practices or combinations unless they are In a sense, the technological era hit the state-of-the-art? Likewise, how can marketing agricultural economics profession more than economists perceive the outlook or policy two decades ago with the development of analysts advise policymakers without a statethe computer. Analytically, many in the of-the-art knowledge of forces affecting supprofession were bypassed-perhaps more in ply? While interdisciplinary research and exextension than in research. A research econ-tension activities were once in vogue, this omist has had difficulty surviving profession-era appears to have passed. In the process, ally without computer analytical skills. there is clear danger that the profession is internalizing itself to the state of irrelev-search needs are not being served. ance-much like the general economics Increasingly, research rewards appear to be profession has done.
oriented toward articles produced for other researchers. If the System is to survive, extension must be a primary outlet for re-CHANGING CLIENTELE
search. If the agricultural economics
As agriculture has changed, the agricultural profession is to justify anywhere near the economics profession has reacted much like current level ofpublic support, it must supextension. That is, it has sought new clientele ply answers to the applied problems of agrather than adjust to change. This is partic-riculture. ularly the case with regard to industrializaThe research orientation issue is not just tion.
the fault of the researchers. All too often A logical professional reaction to the trend extension economists never even attempt to toward industrialization of agriculture would communicate with the researchers, but then be increased concentration on serving the complain about the lack of applied research needs of the agribusiness clientele. There was addressing the problems they perceive. All a period in the mid-to-late 1960's when it too often research results having direct apappeared that this was happening. Agribu-plied implications go uninterpreted within siness teaching programs were established in the same department. That is not the fault many universities. In a few instances, such of the researchers; it is the problem of exas Purdue, credible research programs were tension personnel. developed around individuals such as Snyder Some of this is an organizational problem. and Babb. In an equally small number of A number of southern extension systems still instances, extension began to serve the needs hold to the antiquated system of separating of agribusiness-particularly in retailing, research and extension. A number also refuse grain marketing, and dairy marketing. Most to provide extension specialists academic of these rn. os rank.
Better deat programs have since ended. Tescriptions could not that are still active, such as the Purdue Dairy be devised in a technological revolution Merchandising Academy, have a strong in-than policies that separate extension and dustry franchise and support. One hopeful research or relegate extension to second sign involves development of computer soft-class professionals! In addition to scientific ware for farmers.
skills, an extension economist has to have While the AAEA has, from time to time, unique communications skills. attempted to restore industry ties, these efAn important part of the communication forts, at best, have been only marginally problem results from a lack of departmental successful. The most significant AAEA devel-leadership, insufficient professional rewards, opment in restoring agribusiness interest, and and a lack of extension staff involvement in for that matter the interest of extension, is departmental activities. Making the System the outlook sessions at the summer meetings. work as it was intended is a professional
The lack of success and/or withdrawal responsibility of the research, teaching, and from serving the needs of the agribusiness extension faculty. Each must carry its share sector raises serious questions about the of the load in relating to one another and future of the marketing, management, pro-making the System work. duction, and agribusiness components of the agricultural economics profession. This
Helping the Mid-Sized Farm is the case for research, extension, and teachOperations Survive ing. The key is the lack of a research thrust
The trend toward the industrialization of in the agribusiness area. Without that re-agriculture is as much of an economic phesearch thrust, irrelevance and eventual death nomenon as it is technological. Technically, are just a matter of time.
available evidence suggests that middle-sized farmers ($100,000 to $500,000 gross sales) Keeping Relevant should be able to compete and survive. Where they lack competitiveness is in the areas of The research profession has developed an pecuniary economies in marketing, input equally troublesome problem. The vast ma-procurement, risk management, and financial jority of extension specialists find their re-management (Smith et al.) . These are areas where agricultural economists hold the keys articles in the SJAE are applied. Maybe the for success.
SAEA is simply not communicating what it is Aggressive, in-depth educational programs to the profession. designed for middle-sized farm operations are
The token answer to the clientele issue is needed if these units are to have a chance to create extension or teaching sessions at of surviving. Extension has not done the job the annual meeting. That is like solving the in any of these areas. While extension can 1890 issue by creating a separate black SAEA. claim extensive efforts in the futures market, Extension and teaching scientists should be few middle-sized farm operations use this involved directly in the substance of the protool. Now the options market adds to the gram, maybe in each major session. complexities. One of the important tools for
The SAEA should become directly involved dealing with the inability to realize pecuniary in helping to plan major association meeteconomies is the cooperative form of busi-ings. A classic example is the Beltwide Cotton ness organization. Yet, the quantity of re-Conference. This is a conference where the sources devoted to cooperatives is declining, whole industry is involved. It has a southern This trend ties back to the profession's lack and western orientation. Why not get together of expertise in business management, mar-with the WAEA and the National Cotton Conketing, and financial management. The com-ference in planning at least one session at plexities of modern regional cooperatives are the Beltwide Conference? simply not understood. How can the profesAs indicated previously, the main role of sion then expect to serve their needs? the profession is as an aid in decisionmaking and technology transfer. The orientation of the SAEA should be toward the usefulness of CHALLENGES TO SAEA the end product. That is, does it increase the productivity of the food system or help in Many serious concerns for the profession solving economic problems? arise out of a discussion of this type. The Does this eliminate basic agricultural eco-SAEA must take the leadership in addressing nomics research? In an applied science, the these concerns as a first priority. Other con-term basic research has a nebulous meaning. cerns such as obtaining visibility for the Every individual has an obligation to justify profession take a back seat. If the profession his existence in terms of some issue or probis doing its job in the South, it will be visible, lem that has implications for either techrelevant, and rewarded. nology transfer or decisionmaking.
Defining Clientele and Role Professional Training
The SAEA cannot be everything to everyThe SAEA has an important role to play in body. It has to first decide who it is serving professional development and training. The in what capacity or role. When the SAEA was professional meetings should be oriented toformed, there was a perception that it was ward issues that are on the "cutting-edge" not only designed to provide a forum for in teaching, extension, and research. They interchange among researchers in the South, cannot, in themselves, be expected to probut was to address the unique problems of vide the in-depth treatment of broader, comthe South (an applied orientation). Consist-plex, new issues or areas. ent with this perception, the SAEA was to
The SAEA should consider following the seek a unique balance between serving the model of the AAEA in developing in-depth needs of research, teaching, and extension. staff training workshops. Some of these might The very existence of this set of papers sug-be in association with the work of regional gests that there are questions regarding research or extension projects. The SAEA could whether SAEA is effectively serving these per-legitimize opening up these meetings to received needs.
search, teaching, and extension personnel. The clientele of SAEA should be all profesSuch workshops could be more problemsional agricultural economists whether in solving oriented than the AAEA topic orienteaching, research, or extension. Whether de-tation. Some current needs might involve: served or not, the SAEA is now viewed mainly helping the midsized farm survive from a as a research organization. Yet, most of the production, marketing, and/or management perspective; the needs of modern agribusi-volve economists from the business comness management; contemporary demand and munity, at least in the planning stage. supply elasticity estimates and their implications for policy and trade; and evolving biotechnologies in agriculture and the eco-CONCLUDING REMARKS nomic implications.
The agricultural economics profession and Facilitating Communication and the System face significant challenges. The Education future of the agricultural research system as it is known today is by no means assured. The profession has become quite inefficient Particular regional competitive problems in developing educational materials. Each confront southern universities not having sufuniversity has had an increasing tendency to ficient resources to compete in the bio-and develop its own materials. Part of this tend-information technology era. ency is probably built into the publication Adjustment to change has not been suffireward system. ciently rapid. Overt resistance to change has The SAEA should play a key role in facil-been a characteristic of extension in particitating the establishment of groups designed ular. On the research side, adjustment has exclusively for educational materials devel-occurred but probably in the direction of opment. The product of such efforts could irrelevance. This is not a particularly pleasing be a considerably higher quality than that of situation. On the extension side, structural extension committees. The reason lies in the and program adjustments will be required to interaction of researchers with extension spe-facilitate transfer of relevant technology on cialists. It is interesting to note that some of a timely basis. the most effective extension educational deThe SAEA bears responsibility for fostering velopment programs were the product of both at least a portion of these conditions. It can, researchers and extension personnel (Guither, with sufficient will, change the course of Christainsen). Such efforts should also in-events. But, that will require bold leadership.
